
Clarification for Bid Number: GEM/2023/B/2964125 Dated: 09-01-2023 

Custom Bid for Services - AI Based Website and Mobile Application Localization Solution 

 

With regards to the GeM Bid: GEM/2023/B/2964125 – “Custom Bid for Services - AI Based Website 

and Mobile Application Localization Solution” which was published on GeM portal on 09-01-2023, 

the department received multiple queries from different interested vendors wherein the summary of 

their proposition is that the vendors do not have end to end solution available in all 22 languages on the 

date of bidding. However, they have claimed that they have capability to deliver solution in all 22 

languages by the time of go live of the project.  

 

The clarification is as under – 

 

The RFP eligibility criteria mandates that “The OEM shall have the complete end-to-end solution 

available in 22 languages (as per schedule 8 of constitution) on the date of bidding for the RFP”. Further 

as per scope of work, The translation management platform shall be enabled in all 22 Indian languages 

as per the scope of work. No content shall be translated outside of the proposed platform.  

 

As per the RFP, we have asked for BLEU score of AI based translation engine (Vendor needs to share 

score for 11 languages namely Hindi, Assamese, Bengali, Gujarati, Marathi, Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, 

Malayalam, Oriya, Punjabi. Further as per financial bid proforma, rate per word (X1) in respect of one 

set of 11 languages has been asked separately as the intent is to go live with that set of 11 languages. 

Furthermore, the financial bid proforma asks for a separate rate (X2) for another set of 11 languages. 

The intent to segregate the two set of 11 languages is that the first set of 11 languages has to be delivered 

on the go live and for the other set of 11 languages, the department will ask as and when such service 

is required during the contract period for either of all languages or any specific language. 

Accordingly, the bidder must be having complete end to end solution available in 11 languages (first 

set of languages with rate X1) on the date of bidding for the RFP. Further the bidder must be having the 

capability to develop end to end solution in all 22 languages by the date of go live of the project as per 

timeline given in RFP. The bidder must demonstrate the concrete plan for building up such capability 

by the go-live date during the technical evaluation round. This may include the current status of 

development of translation solution in all 22 languages along with number of resources (AI solution 

development resource, language translators, quality reviewer etc.) available with the bidder and the 

technology capability of the bidder to develop AI based translation solution for each respective language 

(for 22 languages) within the given timeframe in the RFP. Self-certification in this regard may be 

submitted with the bid.  


